
 

TERRY QUINN STEPS DOWN AS DIRECTOR OF SNA  
Hopefully temporarily  

As most of you have already heard, Sangetsu North 

America Director, Terry Quinn’s husband Mark, suffered 

a stroke earlier this spring. Terry has recently asked to be 

relieved of her duties as Director in order to devote her 

time to his care. Ajiki-Sensei asked the Executive 

Committee in Tucson to address the immediate 

reassignment of her duties.  After much discussion, the 

idea of creating an ad hoc committee of 3 to 5 people to 

share the Director’s myriad responsibilities was agreed 

upon. It was decided to have the committee serve for one 

year, initially.  

Helena Arouca was unanimously selected to act as Ad 

Hoc Director. She will be assisted by Ancilla Armstrong, 

Patricia Dickson and Lorna McMurray. Marta Vergara 

will serve as liaison with the Tucson headquarters, and 

Terry has agreed to assist in an advisory capacity as will 

Reverend Henry Ajiki. Karey Karam will continue her 

duties as Treasurer, and Joan Fairs will continue as news- 

letter editor. Maggie Kerns will be helping “At Large”.
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HELLO FROM HELENA AROUCA 
The year 2016 began very busily, which makes me pretty happy.   

 

I was honored to be invited by Ikebana International Chapter I, Washington DC, to present a Sangetsu demonstration. They 

were very curious about this new school and were hungry to learn more.  The preparation started on Feb 27th with Mary 

Jane, Reid, Liv and Olga helping me to choose vases, materials and the overall presentation.  Reid did the photography for 

us.  

 

March 19th was the date of the luncheon and Sangetsu demonstration, for a very clever and skillful audience of 88 people. 

See article written by Mary Jane Sasser, on the following pages. 
 

On April 6, Mary Jane and I participated at Ikebana International Spring Exhibit. Two days later, I was delighted to make 

ikebana arrangements using Nancy Ross vases for her gallery opening at City Clay in Charlottesville, VA. On April 23rd, I 

had a workshop at City Clay for six students  

 

On May 5th, at the Ikebana International Richmond, VA luncheon, Sangetsu donated a table center arrangement. I teach 

regular classes once a month, and am still enjoying making vases for ikebana at City Clay where I now have my own 

space. 

 

 

 

I am still enjoying making vases for ikebana at City Clay where now I have my own space. 

 
 

"I FEEL LIKE MY LIFE HAS BEEN SNATCHED 

AWAY.....BUT I HAVE BEEN GIVEN A NEW LIFE." 

MARK JAY LANG.  WE LOOK FORWARD TO OUR 

NEW LIFE........LOVE TO YOU ALL......TERRY 



Ikebana International Spring Luncheon March 19 

Outside Belle Haven Country Club on March 19, 2016 the 

spring blossoms were huddled down, a gray chilling rain was 

falling, and the wind was blowing. But inside, spring had 

arrived!  Avis Black & Ursula Kondo’s smiles were warm and 

the nametags were ready to go. The room looked lovely and 

thanks to Maria Lee and Millie Sample’s team, each table 

held a unique arrangement.  Many members spent time going 

to each and every table to see these lovely works of art.  

There was a lively raffle thanks to Ruth 

O’Donnell, which included an arrangement and 

container by Professor Arouca, an interesting 

book on Japanese cooking and an Obi as well 

as the flowers used in the demonstration. 

Lunch began with wonderful butternut squash 

bisque which was delicious and a warm stroke 

of genius by Elizabeth Berry who organized the luncheon.  

 

Connie Forster did a masterful job coordinating and 

organizing this event and program. After a dessert of sorbet, 

berries and chocolate, the program began with a brief and 

engaging historical and philosophical introduction to Mokichi 

Okada who founded the Sangetsu School, by Bruce Wilson. 

Then Connie introduced Professor Helena Arouca. Helena 

began her flower studies in Brazil, at the insistence of her 

husband. At that time she did not even like flowers that much 

- they just represented extra work! A year and a month later 

she saw the power of flowers at work!  

 

Prof. Arouca began her presentation with a branch and a little 

bowl of water. She was assisted by Mary Jane Sasser, Jane 

and Libby Haynes. She structured her presentation around 

the five guidelines for arranging flowers in Sangetsu. 

Sangetsu is a school of flower arranging inspired by the 

visionary and master artist, Mokichi Okada, who promoted a 

spiritual approach to life through beauty. He taught that 

beauty has the power to transform, to purify the spirit and 

evoke the highest qualities of character from within. 

  

Sangetsu School follows Mokichi Okada’s example of being 

conscious “co-creators” with nature. The Sangetsu 

philosophy teaches that the Earth and all of nature is alive, 

and that the most important focus is to arrange flowers, 

branches and leaves in keeping with the dynamic life forces, 

growth patterns and inherent beauty of the natural world. By 

doing so, our flower arrangements retain their vital forces 

which have the power to transform the human heart and mind, 

and to enliven any space. Arranging flowers in a simple and 

beautiful way results in works of art that uplift and inspire all 

who see them. 

  

Ikebana means "flowers which have life" 

or "life-filled” flowers. The development of 

the art form of ikebana is credited to 

Shotoku Taishi who became Japan's 

Crown Prince in 592 A.D. In addition to 

being a great patron of the arts, he was one of the founders 

of Buddhism in Japan, a builder of temples, and perhaps the 

greatest scholar of the 6th Century. 

  

The Sangetsu School of Flower Arranging was established 

on June 15, 1972, inspired by the flower arrangements of 

Mokichi Okada. The name “Sangetsu” means "mountain 

moon". The name was taken from the beautiful teahouse, 

Sangetsu-an, which was constructed in the 

gardens Okada created surrounding the 

Hakone Art Museum in Gora, Japan. Okada 

felt that natural and man-made beauty should 

combine and complement one another in all 

parts of life. It is with the desire of sharing this 

ideal that the Sangetsu School was founded. 

 

The first Sangetsu 

guideline is to arrange 

flowers naturally. Nan 

Rothwell created the vase 

used in the presentation. 

A Ginger jar shape with 

the warm ocher pebble 

side and cool side of 

various shades of blue. 

Professor Arouca began 

with a dogwood branch. 

She discussed the history and line of the branch and how to 

show the line of the branch to its best advantage then using 

the natural komi (a small stick which is bound cross-wise to 

the branch, which fits snugly cross-wise inside the vase) she 

added larkspur of a beautiful shade of pink to highlight the 

personality and character of the branch.  

 

The accent was a few stems of hot pink heather. The 

emphasis in this arrangement was to show the line and the 

materials in a natural manner. The arrangement was large, 

airy and delicate. The perfect forecast of what was going to 

happen outside in the days to come.  



The second arrangement was dramatically different the 

guideline represented was to arrange flowers quickly. The 

guiding principle here is to really look at your vase in advance. 

The vase she brought with her was a section of a dryer vent, 

bent and shaped with rocks in the bend used as a weight. 

Inside the lower entrance she put a pin frog in a small 

container. Then Helena added a wisteria branch that thinly 

echoed the line of the dryer vent. This principle involves 

observing flowers 

before they are cut and 

then arranging the 

flowers immediately 

after cutting. Professor 

Arouca quickly cut 

materials under water 

and then combined 

galax leaves, plumosa, 

bridal veil spirea and a 

touch of hot pink heather in the lower entrance. This vase is 

startling and the flowers immediately made the viewer want 

to come closer. 

Arrange flowers as if you were painting a picture is the 

third guideline. The vase used was a regular large (2’x2’) low 

square basket with a round lid. The outside of the basket was 

brown with a light beige pattern; the legs of the basket were 

black as is the inside of the lid. The arrangement was begun 

with the branch of Harry Lauder’s Walking Stick that was in 

bloom and had long green leaves hanging from it.  White calla 

lilies, aspidistra, and hot pink heather filled out the 

arrangement, which was located in the front section of the 

basket. The lid was then 

positioned in the basket to 

frame the flowers. The 

arrangement was carefully 

placed on the display table by 

Annette and Libby, members of 

the Ikebana International club of 

Richmond.  When framed 

against the golden backdrop 

this arrangement created a 

lovely “painting.” 

 

The fourth arrangement used a vase created by Randy Bill 

and is very unusual. The vase is a low oval ceramic with brass 

machined parts forming the base and brass oval parts on the 

top creating circles within circles. The principal demonstrated 

in this arrangement was to arrange flowers in harmony. The 

challenge was the small opening in the vase for materials. 

Quaking dry grass was the start 

of the arrangement; beautiful 

round yellow ranunculus picked 

up and contrasted with the colors 

of the vase while wandering in 

circles as is their nature -- 

complementing the circles of the 

vase. And of course the hot pink 

heather not only accented this 

arrangement but connected this 

arrangement with all of the others. 

 

The fifth and sixth arrangements were created in vases that 

Helena had made herself. The 

fifth vase resembled a sea 

urchin on the run; which was 

perfect when you realize that the 

5th guideline is to arrange 

flowers with joy. Again, the 

wisteria branch was the 

foundation, tulips and hot pink 

heather rounded out the 

arrangement. Part of the joy 

of arranging flowers is giving 

them away. Helena gave 

away an elegant green vase 

she had made, filled with 

yellow freesia hot pink 

heather, white tulips and 

again a wisteria branch.  

 

Professor Arouca is a 

generous and joyful creator.  

She delighted in each and every flower, branch and vase.  

She created all of the arrangements so that the flowers were 

facing the audience.  Since she could rarely see the 

arrangement from the front, several times she asked this very 

knowledgeable audience their opinion. Did the arrangement 

need-more flowers? Less?  Then she took their advice. 

Demonstrating that not only are we co-creators with nature 

but also with one another.  

 

Thank you to everyone involved in producing and 

participating in this wonderful luncheon and demonstration 

welcoming spring!  

 



   Here are some recent Ikebana from Sangetsu Headquarters in Atami, Japan 
 

     
 
Thanks to Reverend Mikio Sakamoto.  More photos can be found at http://hanahanacha.blogspot.jp 
 
 
 

Sangetsu Class at SF Johrei Center 

 Jill Owen 

This year’s class has met several times since February. One of our favorite materials has been a tall piece of eucalyptus 
bark as a background for dendrobium orchids, snapdragons, or one large peony, with a small clump of Japanese maple 
or similar delicate green below.  I demonstrated this arrangement to my class as a follow-up to upright Moribana, 
because it shows a simplified essence of “Vertical”.  Also, it fits perfectly into a small space for people living in small 
apartments. 
 
A challenge: I would like to have a few more students, and have been putting up flyers…a new and prettier flyer. 
 
I have joined the San Francisco Chapter of Ikebana International and on May 20 saw a wonderful demonstration in the 
Hall of Flowers, in Golden Gate Park. Seven arrangements of late spring flowers by Sharon Krawetz of the Wafu School 
were created.  I hope someone can give a Sangetsu demonstration there someday. 
 
                  Two student’s arrangements of basic Moribana. 
 

                                  
    
.         
                                                                                                   

http://hanahanacha.blogspot.jp/


Vancouver Ikebana Association Spring Ikebana Show 

On April 30, the VIA Spring Ikebana Show was held at Alan Emmott Centre in Burnaby. Newly arrived Consul General 

of Japan in Vancouver, Asako Okai, attended the show with her husband Mr. Tomoaki Okai. After viewing the 40 ikebana 

displays, she had a talk with VIA members. 

 

51st VIA anniversary 

At Alan Emmott Centre, the next building to the Japanese Cultural Centre, VIA President Kuniko Yamamoto introduced 

Consul General Asako Okai to VIA members before the show was open to the public. Mrs. Okai introduced herself, 

saying, “I just arrived on Tuesday and this is my first official duty. I am very happy to be here.” Expressing her gratitude 

towards VIA members who contributed themselves to ikebana for a long time, she cut the ribbon with VIA founders 

Lorraine West, Reicho Sumi, and Kiyoko Boycott. VIA has a history of 51 years with a current membership of 70. Kuniko 

Yamamoto encouraged young people to join as the membership is aging.  

 

Interest in Ikebana 

Legina Lee who looked around displays attentively speaks, “I always wanted to learn Ikebana. Presently I am studying 

cooking and Ikebana gives me ideas of colour combination and presentation.” 

The owner of a garden shop, Wing Wong was impressed to see how common materials found in the garden, like maple, 

iris and rhododendron are displayed in such beautiful forms. 

Ikebana demonstration was done twice and more than 100 people enjoyed it each time. A calligrapher, Kishu, added flavor 

to the Ikebana show by demonstrating calligraphy throughout the afternoon.        

                 

                   

At the opening ceremony. From left: Lorraine West,              Kado-Sumi arrangements with potteries made by potter Robert Shiozaki 

Reicho Sumi, Consul General Asako Okai and Kiyoko 

Boycott.  

      

Ikebana Demonstration by Mayumi Ichino and Hollis 

Ho at right. 

 

 

 

 

Article from Vancouver Shinpo 

Written by Louise Akuzawa 

Translated by Mayumi Ichino 



Sangetsu Happenings in the Vancouver Area 

Thanks to our VIA website (Vancouver-ikebana.ca), and a direct link to my e-mail and website address (jffloral.ca), I was contacted 
to lead a large Ikebana workshop, as well as to provide twelve Ikebana for a reception to celebrate the grand opening of a new 
Japanese car sales center. 

The former was at a worksite in Richmond, and 17 people made a simple arrangement to take home for Valentines. Since that 
was quite a large number, we split the group into two, and they came during their lunch breaks. Everyone who participated were 
thrilled with their results. 

The second request was for a Subaru dealership opening in Port Coquitlam, at the end of March. Mayumi and I tried to meet the 
challenge of their theme “motion”, and incorporated their colors by using vases which were white, blue or silver, as well as 
elements of their logo, in our designs. 

                  

Some of the Ikebana at the Subaru reception                  One of Mayumi’s arrangements                          One of Joan’s arrangements 

The Vancouver Ikebana Association’s annual Spring Show took place at the end of April. Five members of Sangetsu displayed, and 
Mayumi did the demonstration, with Joan commentating. This year’s demonstration paired teachers from two schools, at a time. 
Sangetsu was with Sogetsu. Each made two arrangements. The first using similar materials, and the second was the arranger’s 
choice. Hollis of Sogetsu made an elaborate freestyle arrangement using palm leaves, camellia, driftwood and lilies. Mayumi used 
the simplistic but heartfelt style of Korinka, using only garden irises. They both turned out impressively. (See article on the 
previous page.) 

My classes are continuing every other week for my intermediate and advanced students. I had five beginners who came weekly 
for an eight week stretch. One advanced student, who is an instructor of the Kozan-ryu school has just joined our group, since 
she recently moved here from Japan. Her school, which is headquartered in Yokohama, focuses on naturalness, so we are a great 
fit! Mayumi teaches at the Johrei Centre in Richmond every other Thursday, and joins my classes 
when she can. 

Because one of my students works for the Burnaby Public Library, I was asked to do a demonstration 
at one of the branches this past Saturday. “An Ikebana for Every Room” was this Saturday’s theme. I 
even made a kitchen arrangement with chive, sage and cilantro flowers. The picture at left is a large 
entrance hall arrangement. I am scheduled to do another demonstration at another branch next 
month.   

Someone recently asked me if I am keeping busy since I have been retired for just over a year, now. 
The answer is a definite “Yes!” I provided flowers for a memorial service recently, as well as for a 
small wedding, with one wedding in August and two more in the fall, I definitely am not idle. Also with summer on its way, I have 
been working around our pond, as well as in our community garden. How did I have time to work full time….??  
                                                                          ---Joan Fairs 



Ikebana Workshop – April 14, 2016 Gilda’s Club, Ft. Lauderdale 

L. Ancilla Armstrong 

I was privileged to offer a workshop to nine courageous (cancer survivors and patients) members of Gilda’s Club, a 
non-profit organization which provides free programs to men, women, and children including their families and 
friends who have been touched by cancer. 

Participants were enthusiastic and rightly proud of their beautiful arrangements, seen in the attached 
photographs.  At the end of the workshop, I provided index cards and invited them to jot down anything that came 
to mind following the experience.  Here is the very encouraging and humbling feedback received: 

 “The experience of this workshop was the peace and harmony I experienced and the knowledge of nature that 
will make me more aware of nature. I hope there will be many more.” 

 

 “I enjoyed the Ikebana class. I learned about Japanese culture while making the arrangements. This is a calming 
experience.  Thank you very much.” 

 

 “Tranquility” 

 

 “Adding Japanese music would help the creative process and the ability to produce a more beautiful 
outcome.  Thank you. Great job!” 

 

 “Structure.” 

 

 “Had lots of fun.  The flowers are beautiful. Relaxed my mind.” 

 

 “I enjoyed the information on the tradition and the relaxation it brings.  Gives peace.” 

 

 “Enjoyed learning to be a part of nature.  Thank you so much for the reminder to be present.” 

 

 “Enjoyable.  Loved the class. Learned the history of Ikebana.” 

The power of nature to soothe the spirit was yet again confirmed.  I look forward to being able to volunteer there 
again or at similar organizations to facilitate that all important re-connection with nature.  

   



News From Natalie Montecalvo 

 

My contributions to the Sangetsu North America newsletter have evolved into a travel log of sorts.  It is true; my 

purpose during this time of my life is to promote an appreciation of nature, beauty, the environment and floral design 

through Sangetsu. I’m loving it indeed!  As I reflect back to the 70’s when I was introduced to Sangetsu on Guam 

and to wherever I came to live (Colorado and Jamaica) and visit (California and Arizona), Sangetsu has always been 

present. 

If you are following my “travel log”, I was accepted to participate in a fabulous event on Guam-FESTPAC 2016.  

Guam is host to 30 island nations to share traditions, culture, visual arts, film, literary arts and numerous specific 

categories including floral arts.  Within the Floral Arts committee 15 nations are represented.   

I have been scheduled to present six demonstrations during the FestPac event May 23-June 3, 2016.  It has been a 

glorious experience. Because the island floral artists (I like that identifier!) come from areas of tropical abundance, 

their arrangements reflect that.  The Sangetsu “style” is very different indeed – characterized by simplicity and the 

perspective of less is best.  However, it has been well received as some have mentioned that sometimes there is 

concern about flower and plant availability. In addition, the demonstrations I’ve presented have shown that beauty 

can still be conveyed with the use of dried plant material such as bamboo, wood, leaves, palm fronds, rocks, shells, 

and grasses, for example.   

I am learning as well that a pin frog can be replaced by stalks of heliconias, known as “piga” in Guam or banana 

stalks for larger containers.  Tamarind pods I saw were used as a stand to hold a floral arrangement. Breadfruit, 

bananas and other such edibles were also incorporated.  I will certainly utilize these ideas when I return to Jamaica 

as those materials are abundant there as well. 

Coming up for me will be more classes, workshops or demonstrations here on Guam before I depart in mid-July.  

Returning to Colorado I am anticipating private classes and the annual Denver Botanic Gardens Ikebana exhibit to 

be held in November.  Sangetsu and flowers have definitely blessed my life!  

    

        Coral rocks and “Song of India”                 Hotel lobby bromeliads       Yellow heliconia and palm 

 



Reunion with an Old Love:  A Return to Atami 

I never thought that when I left Atami more than three decades ago that there would be such a long lapse of time before 

I experienced a Grand Spring Service again. I loved my life in Japan studying all the arts that I longed to know even as 

a teenager and later when I was at university in Buddhist studies.  In Japan for three and a half years, I was able to 

balance teaching English with lots of cultural studies most important of all was Sangetsu. In the late 70’s Sangetsu was 

a young initiative, but had quickly grown to a robust movement in the worldwide community of Sekkai Kyusei Kyo 

(Johrei Fellowship). I had many blessings in my studies there and even before in San Francisco where my studies 

began. I am sure that all the doors that opened for me had to do with some kind of karma both old and new. Now I 

diverge too much from the intent of this report, but I thought I needed to set the stage a bit for my recent experiences 

attending the Grand Spring Service and studying Sangetsu on the Sacred Grounds.  

The reunion with those I knew at the Spring Service was very sweet. It is always heart-warming to recognize and be 

recognized by those who have been long absent.  The Grand Spring Service was different and in some ways much the 

same; there were the familiar rituals, prayers and offerings by the priests, and in addition, group singing and both live 

and recorded testimonials which added a new dimension to the service. I was sensitive to that which was the same 

and all that was changed, yet overriding it all was the experience of the familiar joy and warmth of heart, felt in 

community worship.  

I could characterize my time living in Japan in a small fishing village near Atami as a peak experience. In the last months 

of my Sangetsu study, I was preparing for the teaching exam in Atami; I had the great honor of studying with the group 

of six women who were the Master teachers of Sangetsu, those who originated the school. This was a no nonsense 

rigorous study that built technique, eye, and heart to recognize the beauty of the art of Ikebana and to understand 

Meishusama’s (the familiar name of Mokichi Okada) unique philosophy of how art and flowers have the capacity for 

healing.  As disciples of Meishusama we can give to our arrangements the beauty of form as well as the spiritual energy 

that is intensified by the light and prayers with which we are taught to arrange.  In the light of my own training, I was 

confronted with a difficulty of integrating the new trend of Sangetsu instruction in Japan.  

In the breath-taking atmosphere of peak cherry blossom season in Atami, I spent a day making arrangements with a 

group of teachers from Western Japan. There was a review of each arrangement with some light intervention by the 

current Master teacher of Sangetsu, Mrs. Kamiyama.  Afterwards, I had an opportunity for a lengthy conversation with 

her with the help of a translator (Sandra Ajiki).  The core of my questions was around what is being taught in the local 

classes specifically as styles, techniques, and philosophy.  For every one of my questions was the simple answer, it is 

free. Free style. Free arranging for the pleasure and joy of flowers.  Free use of your own vases, free choice of flowers 

that the student brings and arranges freely.   I further asked, what about…learning styles, forms, proportions and the 

art of Ikebana, and how to handle the flowers and making fixtures? … No and no, not necessary. We now arrange in 

the spirit of how Meishusama arranged garden flowers who preferred simple style and freedom.  Very nice idea, but 

here is my issue:  this freestyle was fine for Meishusama for he already had the eyes of an artist and a lifetime of being 

surrounded by Japanese aesthetics. How can a student learn this as a distinctive 

art?  This question brought the most enlightened answer for me, which was, in North 

America you are free to develop your classes and training as you wish.  Yes. This 

is exactly what all of us have to do.  If we decide this should be a school of art with 

specific ‘schooling’  then we need to develop together what we would like to see as 

the essentials in training students and future teachers in a highly refined art imbued 

with the philosophy of Meishusama.  This requires building consensus so that we 

have a clear and defined structure and an equitable way to review the work of the 

student. Most importantly is the hope that each of the students will come to 

experience the joy and beauty that has been imbued in Sangetsu as a unique school 

by all those who have dedicated themselves to its development.  

                                                                                                  ------Patricia Dickson 

 



Dear Instructors and Students: 

 
The proposed summer trip to Japan has been cancelled at this time, however we hope to announce another Sangetsu 
test and training in the future. There were not enough participants for a multi-city overseas trip and other 
circumstances led to the decision to cancel.  
 
I would like to express my thanks for your well wishes and prayers for my husband, who slowly continues to improve 
after a stroke. He has a fighting spirit! 
 
Please enjoy the beautiful seasonal changes ahead and I wish you and your students well. 
 
Love.........Terry 
 

 

 

    
           
                  Freestyle study with orchids, wisteria branch and tropical leaves from Joan’s recent advanced class. 

A Message from our Acting Director, Professor Helena Arouca 

The sun is shining today after a very long period of rain, and the temperature is rising.  Looks like Spring has finally arrived and 

with it, gorgeous blooms! 

As you all know, an ad hoc committee was created by the Sangetsu executive committee to assist Terry Quinn as she and her husband 

Mark face a period of huge purification.   The committee comprises the following instructors: L. Ancilla Armstrong, Patricia 

Dickson, Lorna McMurray, Marta Vergara and myself.  We are grateful for the strong foundation, Terry and the Tucson team have 

laid.  The ad hoc committee is committed to providing the necessary support to ensure that Sangetsu N.A. continues to move forward. 

 

We anticipate your support.  The first virtual meeting took place earlier this month, largely to examine the roles and responsibilities 

and it is expected that we will continue to communicate regularly to discuss Sangetsu priority areas.  A major event on the 2017 

calendar is our conference as well as a Sangetsu test for instructors, assistant professors and professors.  We need to begin planning 

and will keep you informed and welcome suggestions.  If you have candidates who are ready to take the test, please advise me. 

 

Valeria Brinkers is updating the Sangetsu web site and Facebook page, so please send her information about upcoming classes and 

activities and kindly send pictures to share.  (vbrinkers@gmail.com) 

 

I hope you all are very busy sharing this beautiful art inspired by Mokichi Okada and making others as happy and refreshed as we 

are, when doing Sangetsu. 

 

Thank you for your love and support to Terry Quinn and her husband Mark during this difficult time. 

 

Love to you all, 

 

Helena Arouca (copodleite@aol.com) 

 

 


